
WELCOME  
For what you are about to read, you should be truly grateful.  Not for my research and observations—
for them you can thank me, but direct your gratitude mostly toward the individuals who make the 
great racing games.  To those fellas (and yes, a few ladies) raise your glass and shout three cheers. 

WHO IS? 
Lance Carter—Racing Game Fan, UK.  That’s probably the best way to describe me.  And frankly, if 
you’re going to sit down and read this thing, you too are probably best described as either a hard-
core gamer or at least a racing game fan.  To anyone else, this is serious geekdom and unless you 
want to be labelled as such, perhaps alternative reading would be best.  The rest of you, push on, 
there’s a lot to get through… 
 
Since my hands were big enough to twiddle a paddle I’ve been playing racing games and what fol-
lows is... 

WHAT 

A thorough guide to the history of the racing game genre.  Read on to find out more about the 
games you love and the programmers who developed and shaped this genre. Including notes, com-
mentary, opinion, facts and some really geeky information on racing games from the past thirty plus 
years. Including home, arcades and handhelds.  Including some bike games.  Including some games 
you never knew, some you avoided and some you loved like your own.  The cream of the gaming 
crop, the interesting games, curiosities, the fun games, the hardcore no-fun-at-all-but-seriously-
satisfying games, the unique games, the pioneering games, the 10 Million selling games, the Mod’s, 
the un-released games, the niche interest games.  And some which I just thought interesting (you 
may well disagree). And more. 
 
Whether you’re interested in new racing games, old racing games, a fact finder or simply here for a 
good read and some nice pictures, I hope there’s something here for you.  I hope it will bring back 
fond memories for you as it does for me.  One thing I do promise you is that the games here are 
carefully selected. 

WHAT NOT? 
Not much in the way of monster trucks, water based racing games or flight based racing games.   
 

Also not too much on the home consoles or companies like Atari and all its success and problems 
which is very well dealt with in some other great publications – not here.  I won’t bore you with some 
technical detail about the difference between racing and driving, I won’t detail the schematics for wir-
ing looms on vintage joysticks and I certainly won’t offer you a discussion on haptic interfaces or 
women in driving games – that’s not what this book is about: It’s about the games, the best of them.  
Proceed inside to celebrate this fine genre... 
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